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Abstract—We show that a functionf having a little uniform smoothness can be
locally represented at any pointx0 as

f~ x! 5 ux 2 x0uhgS x 2 x0

ux 2 x0u11bD 1 r ~ x!,

whereg is an indefinitely oscillating function; the value ofb of the regularity ofr
are related by the 2-microlocal regularity off. © 1999 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of wavelet techniques and multifractal analysis, much effort has
been made to try to sharpen the definition of the “regularity” of a function at a given point.
The basic notion of Hölder exponent quickly proved to be inadequate in many cases,
because it fully describes the behavior of the function only if one supposes that this
function forms a “cusp” at the point of interest, likex ° =uxu does at 0. But a function
can exhibit a very different behavior, for instancex ° =uxusin(1/x), and have the same
Hölder exponent.

This difference is fairly important for the calculus of the singularity spectrum of a
function, that is, the dimensiond(h) of the set of points where this function has Hölder
exponenth. The multifractal formalism, which is at present the only practical way of
calculating this spectrum, fails in some cases precisely because it only “sees” cusp points
and misses the oscillating ones.

1.1. 2-Microlocal Regularity

Let c be a wavelet in6 having an infinity of vanishing moments. We recall thatf
belongs to the 2-microlocal spaceCs,s9( x0) if and only if its wavelet coefficients verify
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uCabu # CasS1 1
ub 2 x0u

a D2s9

for a constantC , ` and (a, b) in a neighborhood of (01, x0). A consequence of this
definition is that for some neighborhoodV( x0),

Cs,0~ x0! 5 Cs~V~ x0!!. (1.1)

The setD 5 {(s , s9), f { Cs,s9( x0)} is called the 2-microlocal domain off at x0. It
is easy to see thatD is convex and that (s, s9) { D implies (t, t9) { D as soon ast #

s andt9 # s9 1 s 2 t. The frontierD is thus a concave, decreasing curve (Fig. 1) that
we parameterize from now on bys 5 s 1 s9 andt(s) 5 2s. The functiont is then
convex, increasing (possibly equal to1` from a certains0), and its Legendre transform
is

t* ~b! 5 sup
s

bs 2 t~s!.

2-microlocal regularity is a local notion, and it applies to distributions as well.
However, ifs0 . 0, that is, iff { Cs,s9( x0) with s 1 s9 . 0, thenf is indeed a function
in a neighborhood ofx0, and a now classical theorem of Jaffard [2] states that

Cs,s9~ x0! Cs~ x0!3 Cs,2s~ x0!. (1.2)

In the following, we make the slightly stronger assumption thatf { C«,0( x0) for « .
0 (that is,f has a little uniform regularity aroundx0). A consequence of (1.2) is then that
the Hölder exponent off at x0 is simply H 5 2t(0).

FIG. 1. 2-microlocal domain and frontier.
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1.2. Oscillations

A functiong { L`(Rd) is called indefinitely oscillating if and only if?h { 6(Rd) such
that@N { N, it can be written

g 5 h 1 O
uau5N11

aga

with eachga { L`(Rd). This is a natural generalization (in particular to higher dimen-
sions) of the oscillating behavior of the sine function.

If a function f has oscillations at a pointx0, like x ° =uxusin(1/x) at 0, we would like
to characterize it by a couple of exponents (h, b), such thatf has a representation of the
form

f~ x! 5 ux 2 x0uhgS x 2 x0

ux 2 x0u11bD 1 r ~ x!, (1.3)

wherer is some rest smoother thanf at x0 andg is an indefinitely oscillating function. It
is obvious thath must be the Hölder exponent, but there is no unique possibility forb. We
show that the largest possibleb is related to the smoothness of the restr via the
2-microlocal frontiert.

THEOREM 1. @0 # b # 1t(«), @a , t*(b), @0 # h , 2t(0), there exists an
indefinitely oscillating function g such that(1.3)holds with r{ Ca(x0) ù Ca/(11b)(V(x0)).

If t*(b) 5 ` then r { C`(V(x0)).

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

In the latter case (t*(b) 5 `), since the 2-microlocal domain of (2D)2n/ 2f is simply
D translated bys ° s 1 n, we see that (2D)2n/ 2f { Ch1n(11b)( x0). This is precisely
the definition of achirp of type (h, b); by a theorem of Meyer generalized by Xu [3] to
dimensions higher than 1,f can then be written as (1.3) withr { C` in a neighborhood
of x0. We suppose nowt*(b) , ` andx0 5 0.

The wavelet reconstruction formula (see [1]) yields

f~ x! 5 Cc
21 E

0

` E
Rd

Cab

ad11 cSx 2 b

a Ddbda,

and we writef 5 f1 1 f2 by splitting the integration domain into

● D1 5 {(a , b), 0 , a , ubu11b}
● D2 5 {(a , b), a . ubu11b}.
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2.1. Regularity of the Rest

Let us bound the wavelet coefficients off2.

LEMMA 2.1. @a , t*(b), ?C , `, l . 0 such that a$ ubu11b implies

uCabu # C min~al~a 1 ubu!a, aa/~11b!!.

Proof. If t*(b) , `, ?s { R such thatt*(b) 5 bs 2 t(s). Since t(s) is the
2-microlocal frontier,@e . 0, f { C2t(s)2e,t(s)1s(0); that is,?C , `,

uCabu # Cas2e~a 1 ubu!2t~s!2s, (2.1)

and we supposea $ ubu11b, and hence

~a 1 ubu! # 2a1/~11b!.

Pointwise regularity: ift*(b) # 2t(0), thenf { C(a2t(0))/ 2(0) and the result comes
trivially from (1.2). If t*(b) . 2t(0), thent(s) 1 s 1 a # 0 and (2.1) yields

uCabu # Cas2e~a 1 ubu!2t~s!2s2a~a 1 ubu!a

# Cas2e2~t~s!1s1a!/~11b!~a 1 ubu!a.

Taking e 5 (t*(b) 2 a)/(2(1 1 b)) gives the result withl 5 e.
Global regularity: ifb # 1t(«), thent(s) 1 s # 0, and thus (2.1) yields

uCabu # Cas2e2~t~s!1s!/~11b! # Cat*~b!/~11b!2e # Caa/~11b!. ■

By (1.1) and (1.2), this lemma implies thatt 5 f2 { Ca(0) ù Ca/(11b)(V(0)).

2.2. The Oscillating Part

Let cn 5 (2D)2n/ 2c. By Fourier transform,cn
ˆ ~j! 5 u ju2nĉ so cn is still a wavelet

in 6 with all its moments vanishing. Deriving under the integral, one verifies that

~2D!2n/ 2f1~ x! 5 Cc
21 EE

D1

Caba
n

ad11 cnSx 2 b

a Ddbda.

But since (a, b) { D1, we havean # ubun(11b) # (a 1 ubu)n(11b); moreover we know
that f { C(h2t(0))/ 2(0) ù C«, thus

uCabu # Ca«(2t (0)2h)/(h2t (0))~a 1 ubu!h

uCabuan # Ca«(2t (0)2h)/(h2t (0))~a 1 ubu!h1n~11b!.
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By (1.2), this proves that (2D)2n/ 2f1 { Ch1n(11b)(0). In other words,f1 is a chirp of
type (h, b) and by the theorem of Meyer and Xu,

f1~ x! 5 uxuhgS x

uxu11bD ,

with g indefinitely oscillating.
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